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Impossible Narratives: Colonial Spaces of Dissolution in Voyage au bout de la nuit 
and To Have and to Hold. 
 
 
 
 In his work Culture and Imperialism, Edward Said, talking of Joseph Conrad’s best-
known novel, states that, ‘far from Heart of Darkness and its image of Africa being ‘only’ 
literature, the work is extraordinarily caught up in, is indeed an organic part of, the ‘scramble 
for Africa’ that was contemporary with Conrad’s composition’.1 The same thing can be said 
about the majority of works dealing with and contemporaneous with the spread of Empires – 
indeed, Said’s text implicitly suggests that this is the case. Louis-Ferdinand Céline’s Voyage 
au bout de la nuit (1932) might be said to be one such work, for not only was it written at the 
height of French colonial activity, but a major section of the novel also recounts the 
experiences of the main protagonist, Bardamu, in the African colonies. Through an 
examination of the colonial space of Voyage au bout de la nuit and that of a much later, 
postcolonial narrative, John Hillcoat’s 1996 film To Have and to Hold, however, it will be 
suggested that the links to be found between cultural production and the colonial enterprise go 
far beyond the organic and temporal connections that Said speaks of. Indeed, it will be argued 
that stylistic elements common to both of these works may be intimately linked to the very 
motivation that lies behind the colonial enterprise. 
 The analysis of Voyage au bout de la nuit and To Have and to Hold to be carried out 
here will concentrate on the dissolution of narrative that takes place in the colonial space of 
both of these works, a dissolution that paves the way for a non-representational aesthetic of 
sensation similar to that observed by Gilles Deleuze in his major work on Francis Bacon.2 
Deleuze proposes an analysis of the work of Bacon as an art of sensation. By this he means 
that in Bacon’s paintings, all elements of the work operate in tandem to produce a series of 
forces which act directly upon the viewer’s emotive core, bypassing the reflective 
mechanisms of mind and intellect to reach the spectator on a plane of immediacy. As Mireille 
Buydens has put it,  
 
peignant l’horreur d’une scène, le peintre rate le cri, il rate le fait proprement pictural. A 
l’inverse de cet art du sensationnel (peindre l’horreur), Bacon recherche un art de la sensation 
(peindre le cri) qui nous atteigne de plein fouet, nous soulève de l’intérieur, comme une force 
libérant d’autres forces: chaque trait doit être une «puissance en acte», un appel à la rébellion, 
                                                 
1 Edward Said, Culture and Imperialism, London, Chatto and Windus, 1993, p.80. 
2 Deleuze, Francis Bacon: logique de la sensation, 2 vols, Paris, Éditions de la Différence, 1981. 
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un baton de dynamite inséré dans nos veines… Non plus représenter le monde, juxtaposer des 
formes et tisser des histoires, mais présenter les flux agissant derrière les choses (la force d’un 
cri), déchirer les sujets et les objets comme des outres, pour en laisser s’échapper le vent ou le 
vin de l’intensité…3  
 
According to Deleuze’s analysis, the chromatic juxtapositions of the paintings’ backgrounds 
and the lines of force inscribed on the canvas – which come in the shape of evanescent boxes, 
arrows, parallelopipeds and various other shapes – all exert a centripetal force on the primary 
Figure of the painting who is thus isolated from the surroundings, the effect of this being to, 
‘rompre avec la représentation, casser la narration, empêcher l’illustration, libérer la Figure’,4 
a process which Deleuze qualifies, after Lyotard, as figural. Once freed, centrifugal forces are 
released from the Figure as it appears to try to escape through its very organs in a spasmodic 
movement to, ‘rejoindre l’aplat, la structure matérielle’,5 thus enabling the figure to ‘fuir les 
formes, sa forme’,6 a movement which furthers the works’ dissolution of narrative and 
representation and allows it to act directly on the viewer. 
 Processes analogous to these can be observed, as has been suggested, in Voyage au 
bout de la nuit and To Have and to Hold, and in both of these works there would appear to be 
an organic link between these stylistic phenomena and the colonial space, for it is at the same 
time that the fictional protagonists moving within the colonial space lose that centre around 
which to anchor their existence, that the narrative space undergoes a process of dissolution. It 
is this link which will provide the basis of our concluding remarks regarding the extent of the 
symbiotic relationship between literary production and colonisation. 
 
 
i. Voyage au bout de la nuit 
 The colonial episode of Voyage au bout de la nuit comes after the army experiences of 
Bardamu, the main protagonist and narrator. Having enlisted in the army to see ‘si c’est 
ainsi’,7 Bardamu witnesses the full horrors of war and his experiences lead to an almost total 
breakdown. Leading a near vagabond existence, attempting to earn a living with two other ex-
recruits by giving fictional accounts of the final moments of other dead colleagues to their 
wealthy families, Bardamu decides to leave for the colonies of Africa to make a new start. He 
explains: 
                                                 
3 Mireille Buydens, Sahara: l’esthétique de Gilles Deleuze, coll. Pour Demain, Paris, J. Vrin, 1990, pp.84-85. 
4 Deleuze, Francis Bacon, p.10. 
5 Ibid., p.17. 
6 Buydens, Sahara, p.90. 
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 Les huiles ont fini par me laisser tomber et j’ai pu sauver mes tripes, mais j’étais 
marqué à la tête et pour toujours. Rien à dire. «Va-t’en!… qu’ils m’ont fait. T’es plus bon à 
rien!… 
 – En Afrique! que j’ai dit moi. Plus que ça sera loin, mieux ça vaudra!» (V, p.111) 
 
Bardamu leaves for Africa, then, to rebuild his personal narrative, this being as battered and 
fragile as that of the boat that takes him to his new horizons of possibility: 
 
 Il était si vieux ce bateau qu’on lui avait enlevé jusqu’à sa plaque en cuivre, sur le 
pont supérieur, où se trouvait autrefois inscrite l’année de sa naissance; elle remontait si loin sa 
naissance qu’elle aurait incité les passagers à la crainte et aussi à la rigolade. (V, p.111) 
 
It is the intention of Bardamu and his fellow travellers on this ship, l’Amiral Bragueton, to 
become respectable members of colonial society, to transpose into the multiplicitous (since 
unordered) space of the colonies the hierarchies, institutions, capitalist values and other molar 
modes of existence proper to their own context.8 Bardamu talks of this new life for which he 
and his fellow passengers are bound as though it were a journey to a promised land, a voyage 
into an exotic, unknown space of infinite opportunity and riches: 
 
Pour un paquet de lames «Pillet» j’allais trafiquer avec eux des ivoires longs comme ça, des 
oiseaux flamboyants, des esclaves mineures. C’était promis. La vie quoi! Rien de commun 
avec cette Afrique décortiquée des agences et des monuments, des chemins de fer et des 
nougats. Ah non! Nous allions nous la voir dans son jus, la vraie Afrique! Nous les passagers 
boissonnants de l’Amiral-Bragueton! (V, p.112) 
 
 From this quotation, it would appear that it is, in part, due to the authentic, “primitive” 
nature of ‘la vraie Afrique’ that there is such potential for exploitation there. However, it soon 
becomes apparent, even before l’Amiral-Bragueton’s arrival in Africa, that this primal land 
will not be so easily subjugated to the structures of molar society. Indeed, far from 
succumbing to these transcendental structures (which attempt to impose order from the 
outside and which are thus removed from the reality of the subject undergoing an attempted 
integration into those structures), the closer the ship gets to Africa, the more these very 
structures begin to crumble. The first of these structures to go is the essentially Cartesian 
belief in the enclosed nature of the self, and its dissolution results in the unleashing of the 
                                                                                                                                                        
7 Louis-Ferdinand Céline, Voyage au bout de la nuit, in Romans I, ed. by Henri Godard, coll. La Pléiade, Paris, 
Gallimard, 1981, p.10. Subsequent references to this volume will figure in the main body of text using the 
abbreviation V.  
8 Throughout this study, much use will be made of Deleuze’s distinction between the molar and the molecular. A 
molecular mode of composition is a self-governing one in which all is fragmentary, instantaneous and intensive, 
whilst the molar mode a fascistic, extensive one ruled from without by, as Fredric Jameson has put it, ‘those 
large, abstract, mediate and perhaps even empty and imaginary forms by which we seek to recontain the 
molecular: the mirage of the continuity of personal identity, the organizing unity of the psyche or the 
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passengers’ previously repressed biological fluxes, their instinctual nature, a phenomenon 
they attempt to suppress via alcohol – the anaesthetic nature of which actually results in an 
acceleration of this process due to its disinhibitory effect upon mental activity whereby the 
mechanism that actively switches off certain neurones during “normal” (which is to say 
inhibited, molar) mental activity, is anaesthetised, allowing a full complement of synaptic 
connections to take place. The above passage continues: 
 
Mais dès après les côtes du Portugal, les choses se mirent à se gâter. Irrésistiblement, 
certain matin au réveil, nous fûmes comme dominés par une ambiance d’étuve infiniment 
tiède, inquiétante. L’eau dans les verres, la mer, l’air, les draps, notre sueur, tout, tiède, chaud. 
Désormais impossible la nuit, le jour, d’avoir plus rien de frais sous la main, sous le derrière, 
dans la gorge, sauf la glace du bar avec le whisky. Alors un vil désespoir s’est abattu sur les 
passagers de l’Amiral-Bragueton condamnés à ne plus s’éloigner du bar, envoûtés, rivés aux 
ventilateurs, soudés aux petits morceaux de glace, échangeant menaces après cartes et regrets 
en cadences incohérentes. 
Ça n’a pas traîné. Dans cette stabilité désespérante de chaleur tout le contenu humain 
du navire s’est coagulé dans une massive ivrognerie. On se mouvait mollement entre les ponts, 
comme des poulpes au fond d’une baignoire d’eau fadasse. C’est depuis ce moment que nous 
vîmes à fleur de peau venir s’étaler l’angoissante nature des Blancs, provoquée, libérée, bien 
débraillée enfin, leur vraie nature, tout comme à la guerre. Étuve tropicale pour instincts tels 
crapauds et vipères qui viennent enfin s’épanouir au mois d’août, sur les flancs fissurés des 
prisons. Dans le froid d’Europe, sous les grisailles pudiques du Nord, on ne fait, hors les 
carnages, que soupçonner la grouillante cruauté de nos frères, mais leur pourriture envahit la 
surface dès que les émoustille la fièvre ignoble des Tropiques. C’est alors qu’on se déboutonne 
éperdument et que la saloperie triomphe et nous recouvre entiers. C’est l’aveu biologique. Dès 
que le travail et le froid ne nous astreignent plus, relâchent un moment leur étau, on peut 
apercevoir des Blancs, ce qu’on découvre du gai rivage, une fois que la mer s’en retire: la 
vérité, mares lourdement puantes, les crabes, la charogne et l’étron.  
Ainsi, le Portugal passé, tout le monde se mit, sur le navire, à se libérer les instincts 
avec rage, l’alcool aidant, et aussi ce sentiment d’agrément intime que procure une gratuité 
absolue de voyage, surtout aux militaires et fonctionnaires en activité. (V., pp.112-113) 
 
 This acceleration of biological fluxes amongst the colonialists continues at an even 
greater rate once actually in Africa where menstruation is said to last for three weeks (V., 
p.142), and where ‘les enfants, sorte pénible de gros asticots européens, se dissolvaient de 
leur côté par la chaleur, en diarrhée permanente’ (V., p.144). All of the colonialists succumb 
to some such process of dissolution, with one exception: the Governor, a man who has 
invested himself in the molar institutions he represents to such an extent as to totally abnegate 
his own instinctual urges, his desire, and thus spare himself the terrible state of intensified 
degradation of his underlings. He is described in the following manner: 
 
Il s’envoyait Vichy chaque année le Gouverneur et ne lisait que le Journal officiel. 
Nombre de fonctionnaires avaient vécu dans l’espérance qu’un jour il coucherait avec leur 
femme, mais le Gouverneur n’aimait pas les femmes. Il n’aimait rien. À travers chaque 
nouvelle épisode de fièvre jaune, le Gouverneur survivait comme un charme alors que tant 
                                                                                                                                                        
personality, the concept of society itself’ (Fables of Aggression: Wyndham Lewis, the Modernist as Fascist, 
Berkeley, University of California Press, 1979, p.8). 
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parmi les gens qui désiraient l’enterrer crevaient eux comme des mouches à la première 
pestilence. (V., p. 126) 
 
In order for the structures of “civilised” society to survive in this primal space, therefore, a 
reinforcement of those very structures is necessary, an intensification of the principles by 
which they are governed and the investment of these principles in the person whose task it is 
to protect them. In this way, the Governor is no longer seen to be a person, but the 
dehumanised embodiment of an institution. In a similar manner, the military, administrative 
and commercial institutions in place in the colony undergo an intensification which results in 
the consumption of those who supposedly govern these institutions by those very institutions 
themselves. As Bardamu recounts: 
 
Tout le monde devenait, ça se comprend bien, à force d’attendre que le thermomètre 
baisse, de plus en plus vache. Et les hostilités particulières et collectives duraient interminables 
et saugrenues entre les militaires et l’administration, et puis entre cette dernière et les 
commerçants, et puis encore entre ceux-ci alliés temporaires contre ceux-là, et puis de tous 
contre le nègre et enfin des nègres entre eux. Ainsi, les rares énergies qui échappaient au 
paludisme, à la soif, au soleil, se consumaient en haines si mordantes, si insistantes, que 
beaucoup de colons finissaient par en crever sur place, empoisonnés d’eux-mêmes, comme des 
scorpions. (V, pp.125-126) 
 
 In the primal space of multiplicity and molecularity, therefore, where all is governed 
not according to transcendent principles which order existence from without, but according to 
the internal processes inherent to natural systems, man-made structures crumble. At  no time 
is this more apparent than when Bardamu is sent to Bikomimbo near Topo to take up his new 
post with the Compagnie Pordurière in, ‘une factorie d’essai, [...] à dix jours au moins, isolée 
au milieu des indigènes, de leur forêt, qu’on me représentait, elle, comme une immense 
réserve pullulante de bêtes et de maladies’ (V., p. 146). This is a space so molecular, so 
hostile to the ordered molar institutions of the colonialists that the landing stage erected for 
the monthly visits of the Papaoutah, a ship bringing supplies and news from the main 
administrative centre of the colony, is entirely consumed by swarms of molluscs on a monthly 
basis (V., p.149). It is within this space that Bardamu is to attempt to fulfil his original 
intention in travelling to Africa, ‘se faire tout de suite une situation’ (V., p.111). It should 
hardly need stating that such is not what he achieves. 
 What Bardamu finds instead in his new home is his predecessor at the trading post, 
Robinson, Bardamu’s shadow figure throughout the novel. He has already met Robinson on 
two previous occasions, but, at this point in the narrative he does not recognise him until his 
departure. It is this inability of Bardamu’s to recognise his ex-army colleague that signals the 
beginning of the narrative dissolution in this colonial space as it signals a breakdown of the 
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link between signifier and signified. Even though Bardamu recalls Robinson’s name before 
Robinson himself flees into the jungle, he is unable to associate this name with a specific 
recollection, saying, ‘C’est le nom même de Robinson qui me tracassait surtout, de plus en 
plus nettement’ (V., p.169). Furthermore, it would appear that it is precisely the hyper-
molecular space in which they are situated which prevents him from remembering where he 
has met Robinson before. Whilst lying in bed trying to sense Robinson’s presence and conjure 
up images from the past, Bardamu remarks that, ‘Tous ces bruits, ces appels qui venaient de 
la forêt me gênaient pour l’entendre respirer’ (V., p.170). Finally, however, Bardamu 
succeeds in linking signifier to signified and calls up an image of Robinson as though a 
spectre from the past:  
 
Ce nom de Robinson finit cependant à force de m’entêter par me révéler un corps, une allure, 
une voix même que j’avais connus… Et puis au moment où j’allais pour de bon céder au 
sommeil l’individu entier se dressa devant mon lit, son souvenir je le saisis, pas lui bien sûr, 
mais le souvenir précisément de ce Robinson, l’homme de Noirceur-sur-la-Lys, lui, là-bas en 
Flandres, que j’avais accompagné sur les bords de cette nuit où nous cherchions ensemble un 
trou pour s’échapper à la guerre et puis lui encore plus tard à Paris… Tout est revenu… Des 
années venaient de passer d’un seul coup. J’avais été bien malade de la tête, j’avais de la 
peine… (V., p.170) 
 
 It is not until well after the departure of Robinson, however, that the true dissolution 
of narrative takes place, a phenomenon that comes about due to Bardamu’s subsequent 
illness. Having gone out to Africa to make his fortune, he finds himself afflicted by a delirious 
fever that leaves him in a state in which all such ambitions crumble:  
 
 Je préférais rester stupéfié là, tremblotant, baveux dans les 40°, que d’être forcé, 
lucide, d’imaginer ce qui m’attendait à Fort-Gono. J’en arrivais à ne plus prendre de quinine 
pour bien laisser la fièvre me cacher la vie. (V., p.173) 
 
Instead of facing up to the responsibilities of his new post and trying to right the havoc 
wreaked on the operations of the trading post by Robinson, Bardamu is reduced to a near 
catatonic state, able only to teach himself the most rudimentary of skills – making fire with 
two flints (V., p.174). In his new occupation, however, he only succeeds in setting fire to the 
shack provided him to live in and to conduct his business from. An event of purification (as is 
evidenced by his recollection of one of his Mother’s favourite sayings, ‘«Le feu purifie 
tout!»’ (V., p.175)), this fire forces Bardamu to flee from Bikomimbo with no idea about 
where he is going or what he is going to do. As he says: 
 
 Il n’était que temps de foutre mon camp dare-dare. Retourner à Fort-Gono, sur mes 
pas? Essayer d’y aller là-bas expliquer ma conduite et les circonstances de cette aventure? 
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J’hésitais… Pas longtemps. On n’explique rien. Le monde ne sait que vous tuer comme un 
dormeur quand il se retourne le monde, sur vous, comme un dormeur tue ses puces. Voilà qui 
serait certes mourir bien sottement, que je me dis, comme tout le monde, c’est-à-dire. Faire 
confiance aux hommes c’est déjà se faire tuer un peu. 
 Je décidai, malgré l’état où je me trouvais, de prendre la forêt devant moi dans la 
direction qu’avait prise déjà ce Robinson de tous les malheurs. (V., p.176) 
 
It is not only on a thematic level that the narrative undergoes a process of dissolution, 
for stylistically too, this flight into the unknown brings about a dissolution of the narrative 
mode which, up until this point, has been an essentially unproblematic quasi-realist account of 
events as recounted by Bardamu. As he is carried through the jungle on a stretcher in the full 
throes of a feverish delirium, however, Bardamu casts aspersions on his own ability to 
faithfully relay the reality around him, saying: 
 
 Je commençais même à ne plus y voir très clair ou plutôt je voyais toutes les choses 
en vert. […] 
 À partir du quatrième jour, je n’essayais même plus de reconnaître le réel parmi les 
choses absurdes de la fièvre qui entraient dans ma tête les unes dans les autres en même temps 
que des morceaux de gens et puis des bouts de résolutions et des désespoirs qui n’en 
finissaient pas. (V., p.178) 
 
Narrated as an analepsis, it could of course be argued that there is no true disturbance of the 
realist narrative mode, since, from the perspective of the present time of narration, events are 
merely recorded according to the narrator’s recollection of his past delirium. Indeed, there 
would seem to be in the text a recognition of these two temporalities, that of the delirious past 
and the narrative present, and of the possible disparity between reality and reality as 
perceived from within the space of delirium. But rather than this realisation leading to the 
rejection of the delirious version of reality from the past, in favour of the present, rationalised 
version of events, the opposite is seen to be the case as the narrator, from the narrative 
present, uses level-headed rationality to confirm the reality of his delirious visions: ‘Mais tout 
de même, il a dû exister, je me dis aujourd’hui, quand j’y pense, ce Blanc barbu que nous 
recontrâmes un matin sur un promontoire de cailloux à la jonction des deux fleuves?’ (V., 
p.178). 
 Similarly, in the novel’s next episode – Bardamu’s escape from the molecular space of 
Africa to the hyper-molar space of New York – the narrator presents as unproblematic a 
phenomenon which in a realist mode could only be attributed to the imaginations of a fevered 
mind. In his delirious state, Bardamu appears to be under the impression that he is being 
transported on a slave galley called  l’Infanta Combitta (V., p.181). When his fever has 
passed, however, this impression does not change but merely passes into the realist mode, the 
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Infanta Combitta being portrayed as a more credible sight than the destination of the 
travellers, New York: 
 
 L’Infanta Combitta roula encore pendant des semaines et des semaines à travers les 
houles atlantiques de mal de mer en accès et puis un beau soir tout s’est calmé autour de nous. 
Je n’avais plus de délire. Nous mijotions autour de l’ancre. Le lendemain au réveil, nous 
comprîmes en ouvrant les hublots que nous venions d’arriver à destination. C’était un sacré 
spectacle! 
 
 Pour une surprise, c’en fut une. À travers la brume, c’était tellement étonnant ce 
qu’on découvrait soudain que nous nous refusâmes d’abord à y croire et puis tout de même 
quand nous fûmes en plein devant les choses, tout galérien qu’on était on s’est mis à bien 
rigoler, en voyant ça, droit devant nous… 
 Figurez-vous qu’elle était debout leur ville, absolument droite. New York c’est une 
ville debout. (V., pp.183-184) 
 
 This unproblematic introduction of elements from different temporalities into one 
narrative space, and the interaction and conflation of different narrative temporalities paves 
the way for Céline’s affective aesthetic, his ‘style au plus sensible des nerfs’, as he explained 
in Entretiens avec le professeur Y,9 or, as he terms his style in this same work, his ‘métro 
émotif’. Creating a narrative which appears to yet does not obey the normal exigencies of a 
strict representational mode and which, furthermore, demonstrates an explicit awareness of its 
own mechanisms, Céline prohibits his reader from attaining the sense of unity required to 
convert the work of art into a transcendent form. Resisting the totalising tendencies of the 
philosophical intellect, Céline’s aesthetic is transmitted directly, for the reader who reads 
attentively has no choice but to allow the author’s expression to flow into him/herself, the 
possibility of identification or absolute alterity being denied by the auto-referentiality of the 
text which serves to highlight its own impossibility. It is the colonial space of Voyage au bout 
de la nuit which enables this affective aesthetic to come into being, for the colonial space 
itself is one in which the transcendent structures of Western modes crumble since no 
identification or absolute alterity are possible, there being a desire to erect structures in which 
identification with the homeland can be found, a desire which, we will argue, can only ever be 
ultimately futile. Built upon the foundations of its own impossibility, the colonial space, like 
the aesthetic space of the novel, is, therefore, bound to end in dissolution. 
ii. To Have and to Hold 
 It has been suggested above that the colonial space in Voyage au bout de la nuit is one 
which allows the dissolution of the Western representational mode on a thematic and stylistic 
level, and that this, in turn, renders possible the creation of an affective aesthetic which, due 
                                                 
9 Louis-Ferdinand Céline, Entretiens avec le professeur Y, in Romans IV, ed. by Henri Godard, coll. La Pléiade, 
Paris, Gallimard, 1993, p.537. 
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to its very nature, disavows the possibility of a transcendent reception. John Hillcoat’s To 
Have and to Hold can be seen to make precisely the same use of the colonial space, for in this 
film, the transcendent ideals of the romance novel10 are consumed within the colonial space of 
Papua New Guinea just as the very filmic techniques employed by the film bring about a 
dissolution of its narrative temporality and its very visual space.  
 To Have and to Hold tells the story of Jack (Tchéky Karyo), an expatriate living in 
Papua New Guinea who is mourning the death of his wife, Rose (Anni Finsterer). During a 
trip to Melbourne, Jack falls in love with Kate (Rachel Griffiths), a writer of romantic fiction, 
his attraction towards Kate being based, as is revealed progressively, on her resemblance to 
his dead wife Rose. Kate, charmed by Jack, moves to Papua New Guinea in order to write her 
new novel there, but soon realises that her new life in a small isolated river on the banks of 
the Sepik River will be far removed from the romantic ideal she had envisaged. Obsessed 
with videotape footage shot during Rose’s life, Jack is seen to be unable to extricate himself 
from a past in which he was driven mad with jealousy by Rose’s flirtations with Sal (the 
expatriate bar owner of the local town), and in which Jack himself, drunk and enraged, shot 
Rose dead. Feeling her own identity crumbling beneath her as she is dragged further into the 
vortex of Jack’s narrative, Kate eventually leaves Jack behind to return to her life in 
Melbourne. 
 The film opens with a quotation from William Faulkner which reads, ‘The past is 
never dead. It is not even past’. Right from the outset, therefore, there is an indication that a 
strict chronological temporality is impossible. Indeed, whereas the opening scene of the film 
shows native people bearing gifts disembarking from boats on the Sepik River in the first 
narrative present,11 the following scene – although at this point there is no temporal indication 
that this is so – cuts to one of the film’s videotape analepses, this one shot by a drunken and 
swaying Jack at Rose’s birthday party, and then to a close-up on an equally drunk Jack in the 
narrative present, shot in a similar light to that observed in the video. Then comes a return to 
the native people who have come to bring Jack the news that Rose is dead, and to present him 
with a carved head of Rose as a part of their mourning ritual.  
 The temporality of the film is not always this confused on a stylistic level, since it 
becomes increasingly clear as the film progresses when we are observing a videotape 
analepsis and when we are in the narrative present. However, from this opening scene 
                                                 
10 The term romance novel should here be seen to refer not to novels of the Romantic period or those works 
which fall into the movement of Romanticism, but to the idealised love stories of what we might call “airport 
novels”. 
11 This scene actually takes place two years before the main, second narrative present, as is indicated by the 
temporal indication, ‘2 years later. Melbourne’ that comes shortly after this opening sequence.  
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onwards, the confusion of different temporal layers (those of the past and present) becomes 
the driving force for the film’s very narrative and intrigue, a confusion which is intimately 
bound up with Kate’s dissolution of identity, and the stylistic and thematic dissolution of 
narrative. 
 It is clear from the moment that Kate decides to leave for Papua New Guinea with 
Jack that she is abandoning her own personal narrative to pursue another. Her first voice-over 
– her voice-overs being, for the most part, passages from the book she is writing based on her 
experiences with Jack – tells the viewer, ‘Her story was waiting for her there. She’d shed her 
old life like a crumpled coat. It was all going to be the way it was meant to be’. However, like 
the colonialist entering the exotic space as though it were his own, and like the artist in the 
throes of the creative act which hides at its core the desire to create an impossible unity,12 
Kate also knows the dangers inherent in the new direction she is pursuing, and adds, ‘She 
only knew she was stepping into a forbidden world. She knew this was just the beginning and 
that there would never be an end. Not once she’d taken that first step’.  
 At first, it would appear that all will be well for Kate, that she will be able to transpose 
the fantasy world that she creates in her romance novels and which she is hoping to live out 
with Jack into the molecular space of the colony. On her first night in her new home, we see 
her playfully knocking on her bedroom door, begging Jack to let her in. When he does, she 
enters to find a sea of candles, pink light and Jack waiting for her embrace, a scene played out 
to the heart-swelling strains of a string orchestra. As early as the following morning, however, 
the romance begins to sour slightly. In the cold light of day, Jack’s romantic embrace turns 
into an attempt to mount Kate whilst she questions him about Rose. She asks him what colour 
Rose’s eyes were and what colour her hair was, and, in each case, Jack reveals that she was 
exactly like Kate. This is the first indication we have that Kate has been brought to the tropics 
not so much to replace Rose as to be Rose, for Jack is unable to free himself from the 
phantasms of his past history. The confusion of past and present is played out, therefore, in 
Jack’s attempts to resurrect the past in the present via Kate and to conflate her identity with 
that of Rose in the process. Although increasingly aware of this, Kate, at this stage, believes 
that she will be able to pull Jack out of the past and make him love her. As she says in voice-
over: ‘Chapter 3. How did she get here? In the whole world, why did he choose her? It was 
because she was the one, the only one who could lift him from the shadows of the past and 
make him real again’. 
                                                 
12 See Simon Critchley’s discussion of Blanchot in his, Very Little… Almost Nothing, London and New York, 
Routledge, 1997, pp.35-41. These ideas will be discussed later in the present study. 
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 It soon becomes clear, however, that it will be impossible for Kate to lift Jack from the 
shadows of the past and make him real again, for in this molecular space, the structures of 
molarity lose their hold and cease to proffer a sense of order. Just as Stevie, a dreadlocked 
Tok Pisin-speaking white man who went to the tropics as a missionary found all his beliefs to 
crumble in the molecular space of the colony before he was able to convert the native people 
to his religion,13 so Kate’s saccharine-sweet romantic discourse becomes irredeemably 
blackened as she abandons the dream of bringing Jack into the romantic ideal that she 
perceives as a reality, and is instead overtaken by his darkness. Her next voice-over reads: 
‘There was a swelling mystery beneath his calm surface as the swirling current drew her ever 
closer to him. She loved his moonlight and the black places in his heart’. 
From this point on, it is increasingly Jack’s fragmented narrative – fragmented in that 
it has lost all notion of identity and temporality – which is privileged to the detriment of 
Kate’s. Indeed, directly after the above voice-over, Jack brings Kate a red dress to wear, a 
dress which she knows to be Rose’s. More than being just one of Rose’s dresses, however, as 
is revealed in the ever more frequent video analepses, this dress – given to Rose by Jack but 
never worn for him, only for Sal – played a crucial role in Jack’s descent into the realms of 
jealousy-induced madness. In agreeing to put on this dress, Kate effectively abandons her 
own romantic narrative, a narrative in which all the players have pre-determined roles and in 
which the final outcome is always known in advance, to take on that of Jack in which time 
and identity no longer have any true meaning. Accordingly, the romantic scene of love-
making previously observed turns into an ever-more bestial scene of carnal possession played 
out not to the strains of a string orchestra, but to the drone and grind of the bedroom ceiling 
fan and the generator that powers it. Similarly, the discourse of Kate’s romantic novel 
becomes ever more unsuited to its genre, her next voice-over reading, ‘Chapter 13. The sky 
was black and velvet and the stars were distant diamonds you could reach out for but never 
reach. There were insects that laid eggs under your skin then they hatched, but only his touch 
was real, the velvet touch that made her flesh shiver’. What is more, this voice-over comes 
during a remarkable scene in which both of these elements, the physical and narratival 
degradation of romance, are combined: the scene begins with a close-up on Kate’s computer 
screen on which the viewer sees the novel’s title, ‘Jungle Love. A Tropical Romance’, as well 
as a section of text. A black worm screensaver then suddenly starts to obliterate and consume 
this text at the same time as Jack comes up behind Kate (who is looking less than healthy), 
pushes her down on the floor and takes her from behind. 
                                                 
13 Sal tells Kate that Stevie, ‘came up here as a missionary, but they got to him before he got to them’, and Stevie 
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 Following this scene, Kate falls ill with malaria (a disease symptomatic of the tropical 
space) and Jack becomes convinced that Kate is Rose. He starts to tell other people that she is 
Rose and sees Rose in Kate’s place (as does the viewer) as Kate talks to him. Realising that 
this situation can only lead to her destruction, Kate decides to get out. Unable to do so by 
convincing Jack that she is not Rose, which she attempts to do by screaming the truth at him 
and cutting her hair off, Kate decides to “become” Rose, repeating a line of dialogue she has 
heard Rose say on the video and admitting the affair with Sal in order to give Jack the answer 
that he is searching for and allow herself an escape route. The dialogue for this scene reads as 
follows: 
 
JACK 
I’ve got to ask you what happened, got to ask you straight out. 
 
KATE 
(frightened) What? 
 
JACK 
What happened with Sal two and a half years ago? 
 
KATE 
I was in Australia Jack. I didn’t know Sal and I didn’t know you. 
 
JACK 
You wiped the end of the tape. Why? You told him to get rid of this tape. What else was on it? 
 
KATE 
(despairing) I didn’t know him. 
 
JACK 
You were singing and wearing that dress. I can’t get it out of my head. 
   
KATE 
Running away. 
(screams) I don’t know. 
 
JACK  
Chasing Rose and struggling with her. 
You wouldn’t wear that dress for me but there you are with him. 
 
KATE 
I wore the dress for you. 
 
JACK 
What’s this? (screams) You never wore the dress for me.  
Burying his face in Kate’s shoulder.  
(whispers) What was on the rest of the tape? What was on the rest of the tape? Tell me. 
 
KATE  
Grabbing Jack. 
Don’t you… don’t you fucking hit me!  
Pulling away, walking backwards.  
Come on stupid. You’re really… this is fucking tragic.14 (deadpan) It’s true. Everything’s true. 
We did it. We filmed it. 
 
JACK 
Then there’s nothing else to say. 
                                                                                                                                                        
later on in the film says in dialect, ‘Just because I’m a fucking white man, I can’t help it if I’m black inside’. 
14 It is this line of dialogue that Kate heard Rose speak whilst eavesdropping on one of Jack’s viewing sessions. 
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KATE 
Then don’t say anything else. 
 
 At the end of this scene, the camera pans to a poster of a hula girl, an exoticised and 
sanitised image of the native or primal, a symbol of the attenuation of the “primitive” 
practised by Western man in a futile attempt to bring that which escapes his systems into 
them.15 This is by no means a purely arbitrary detail, for it foreshadows the following scene in 
which it becomes clear that Jack is no longer able to attenuate the effect that the molecular 
spaces of the tropics and madness have had on him, and that he is thus unable to impose an 
order or law on his actions. In this scene, Jack goes to Sal’s bar with the express intent of 
killing him, enraged by Kate’s confession of Rose’s adultery. He kills Sal not with the 
Western weapon that he has taken along for the purpose, however – since the firing pin of his 
pistol has been filed down by his former charge Luther –, but with one of the local warrior 
machetes that hang on the wall behind the bar. With this weapon, Jack chops into Sal’s neck 
and pushes Sal to the ground where he lands next to a wind-up hula doll he knocked off a 
table whilst trying to run from Jack, and which churns out a degraded music-box version of 
the soundtrack’s romantic string melody whilst gyrating to a halt next to him as he spasms to 
his death in a pool of blood. 
 Meanwhile, at the same time as Luther has aided Jack’s integration into the molecular 
space liberated from the constraints of law and order, he aids Kate’s escape from it, bringing 
her her passport and the videotape showing Rose’s death. Seeing Jack shoot Rose both closes 
the analeptic narrative and also allows Kate to escape from Jack’s narrative, this video giving 
her the final push needed to make her leave the island – on which, fittingly, a full-blown riot 
has broken out. Kate returns to Melbourne where we see her being interviewed about her new 
book for a television programme on which the interviewer asks her: ‘Why did you stop 
writing romance?’. In response to this question, Kate remains silent, but her voice-over 
provides an answer of sorts, as she says, ‘I wanted so much to make it real, but it was all too 
sad. I’d been in love with him for ever, but who was he, who was HE. I can’t even remember 
his face’. 
The tragedy of Kate’s mistake lay, then, in her belief that her idealised romantic 
narrative could bring Jack out of the molecular space in which he had become ensconced, a 
space in which time and identity no longer hold any absolute value, a space of an eternal past 
pretending to be a future. Jack is too deeply entrenched in this space to be able to return to 
                                                 
15 This ideal can also be seen during a montage of various television clips during which the viewer sees comic-
book natives in full tribal regalia rushing down the aisles of a supermarket with a shopping trolley. 
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any other space as is evidenced by the final scene of the film. Cutting from a shot of Jack’s 
face reflected in an old mirror ball that distorts and fragments his image to a shot of Jack 
framed, on one side, by a television broadcasting Kate’s interview and, on the other, the same 
Hula-girl poster found in Jack’s house, we see Jack switch off the television, obliterating 
Kate’s image, in order to focus his full attention on a native woman – who is wearing a dress 
very similar to Rose’s red dress – on the bar stage singing along to the song which lends its 
title to the movie and serves as a romantic leitmotif throughout. The implication of Jack’s 
rapture as he beholds this woman could not be clearer: within the space of molecularity in 
which temporality and identity necessarily crumble, Jack has reverted to a kind of 
pathological behaviour in which he refuses to relinquish the past and projects Rose’s identity 
on to any individual. The result of his behaviour, of course, is the complete dissolution of the 
normal narrative space, for this space can progress no further, the two principal driving forces 
of narrative, temporality and characterisation, being eternally stalled. This dissolution of the 
narrative space is echoed in the film’s very stylistics, as Jack holds up a glass of red alcohol 
to his face and observes the native woman dressed in red through this liquid. The viewer 
observes this scene from Jack’s point of view, the result being, of course, that the visual space 
of the screen is almost entirely dissolved into a pure wash of colour. 
 This device, as well as the film’s closing shot on an indecipherable smile on Jack’s 
face, establishes an aesthetics of intensity, for the norms of representational narrative are 
entirely contravened and the narrative and visual spaces of the film dissolved. This ending is 
not an ending for we have no way of knowing what will happen to Jack subsequently. There 
is no closure and therefore no possibility of identification, nor of absolute alterity since Jack’s 
own identity has itself become unknowable. 
 
 
 
 
 
iii) Conclusion. 
 Although one could obviously argue that the narrative strategies of John Hillcoat’s 
film echo the processes of decolonisation in which the narrative of Empire comes undone, it 
would, by the same token, be fatuous to suggest that there exist narrative strategies in Voyage 
au bout de la nuit which foreshadow and in some way predict the eventual process of 
decolonisation in Africa which was to come almost forty years after the publication of this 
work. The similarity observed in the narrative processes deployed within the colonial spaces 
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of these works must, therefore, spring from an inherent congruence between the narratival and 
colonial spaces. This congruence, however, may go far deeper than Said suggests in his 
comments on Heart of Darkness examined at the beginning of this study, for it would seem 
that not only are the thematics of cultural production inextricably linked to the political 
imperatives of assimilation, but the stylistics and narrative strategies of cultural products may 
also bear a relation to the very structures that underpin the Imperial enterprise of colonisation. 
 Much of the writing on colonialism concentrates on the motivation behind the act of 
colonisation itself, whether this be an assimilationist desire to create a cultural universalism, a 
perceived need to acculturate the primitive man or the Hegelian concept of an inability to gain 
satisfaction for one’s needs through work when production exceeds demand. That these 
motivations are intimately linked to the enterprise of representation would seem to be 
indicated by Edward Said when he writes: 
 
such domestic cultural enterprises as narrative fiction and history (once again I emphasize the 
narrative component) are premised on the recording, ordering, observing powers of the central 
authorizing subject, or ego. To say of this subject, in a quasi-tautological manner, that it writes 
because it can write is to refer not only to domestic society but also to the outlying world. The 
capacity to represent, portray, characterize, and depict is not easily available to just any 
member of just any society; moreover, the ‘what’ and ‘how’ in the representation of ‘things’, 
while allowing for considerable individual freedom, are circumscribed and socially regulated. 
We have become very aware in recent years of the constraints upon the cultural representation 
of women, and the pressures that go into the created representations of inferior classes and 
races. In all these areas – gender, class and race – criticism has correctly focused upon the 
institutional forces in modern Western societies that shape and set limits on the representation 
of what are considered essentially subordinate beings; thus representation itself has been 
characterized as keeping the subordinate subordinate, the inferior inferior.16 
 
Much has also been written of the exotic attraction for Western society of the indigene on his 
own soil (Said’s ‘orientalism’). Less would appear to have been written from a theoretical 
perspective, however, of the colonialist on the indigene’s soil for whom this exoticisation 
becomes impossible. Beyond the initial driving forces behind imperial expansion through 
colonisation, however, it is surely only by examining the colonialist in situ that one can fully 
understand the desire to replicate Western modes and structures in faraway lands. For the 
colonialist in the multiplicitous space of the colonies attempts to make of that space a 
displaced version of the society from which he comes not only to integrate the indigenous 
peoples into the structures of civilisation, to make universal a transcendent unity, but also to 
protect himself from the space of multiplicity he inhabits, to put in place organisations 
intended to assure the continuance of the central authorising subject he holds dear, to 
maintain the illusion of a transcendent unity for himself. 
                                                 
16 Culture and Imperialism, p.80. 
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 In this respect also the enterprise of colonisation can be linked to that of representation 
and cultural production, for, in spite of Deleuze’s assertion that, ‘la pensée moderne naît de la 
faillite de la représentation, comme de la perte des identités, et de la découverte de toutes les 
forces qui agissent sous la représentation de l’identique’,17 it can still be said that the 
dominant Western mode of representation, even in the modern epoch, is an essentially 
transcendent one. As such, this representational mode creates an impression of identity, be it 
through the symbolic access to a higher order of religious iconography or a belief in the 
unified whole of the artistic work in a post-Nietzschean universe. (Indeed, in a somewhat 
contradictory manner, Deleuze introduces the quotation seen above with the following 
assertion: ‘Le primat de l’identité, de quelque manière que celle-ci soit conçue, définit le 
monde de la représentation’.18) Just as religious faith provides a sense of an inherent unity and 
comprehensibility to life, so the apparent totality of the work of art provides the semblance of 
an encapsulated form of life that can be grasped in its entirety and thus serve as a palliative to 
the sense of malaise in the modern (and now postmodern) epoch of nihilism. For the aesthetic 
space has been primarily used, in the Western tradition, to produce a faithful reproduction, 
even if figurative, of the reality around us, producing a surface effect in which the 
contemplator can find some form of identification or else absolute alterity. According to a 
writer such as Blanchot, however, such a use of aesthetic space – or, more specifically for 
Blanchot, literary space – fundamentally disavows that space’s true nature which is 
characterised by its own impossibility. As Simon Critchley points out: 
 
Both Schlegel and Blanchot engage in the production of ‘a work of the absence of the work’, 
namely literature, or, more precisely, writing outside philosophy. Writing interrupts the 
dialectical labour of the negative, introducing into the Subject a certain impotence and 
passivity that escapes the movement of comprehension, of philosophy’s obsession with 
meaning: the desire to master death and find a fulfilment for human finitude. Writing outside 
philosophy means ceasing to be fascinated with the circular figure of the Book, the en-cyclo-
paedia of philosophical science, itself dominated by the figures of unity and totality, which 
would attempt to master death and complete meaning by letting nothing fall outside of its 
closure. In writing, one is no longer attracted by the Book, but rather by the energy of 
exteriority that cannot be reduced to either the exteriority of Law – even the written Torah – or 
to the Aufhebung of the exteriority of Law in Christianity or dialectics: neither the Book of 
God nor the Book of Man.19 
 
Extending these ideas to our comparison of narrative space and colonial space, it 
might be suggested that the colonialist, unable to reduce the indigene to a position of absolute 
                                                 
17 Gilles Deleuze in the ‘Avant-Propos’ to his Différence et Répétition, 3rd ed., Paris, PUF, 1976, p.1. 
18 Ibid. 
19 Simon Critchley, Very Little… Almost Nothing, London and New York, Routledge, 1997, pp. 33-34, quoting 
from Maurice Blanchot, The Infinite Conversation, trans. Susan Hanson, Minneapolis, University of Minnesota 
Press, 1993, p.353 / Maurice Blanchot, L’Entretien infini, Paris, Gallimard, 1969, p.517. 
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alterity since engaged in the enterprise of assimilation, reproduces Western modes and 
structures in the indigenous space as a means to provide himself a form of (self-) 
identification. Might it not be the case for colonial space as it is for literary space in 
Blanchot’s analysis, however, that to use indigenous space to this end contravenes the nature 
of that very space and that the colonial enterprise is, therefore, also characterised by its own 
impossibility? If this is so, then the very mechanisms of colonisation would conspire to bring 
about their own downfall just as surely as the thematics and stylistics of Voyage au bout de la 
nuit and To Have and to Hold bring about the dissolution of the very space they create, and 
the enterprise of colonisation would be as useless and futile an endeavour as the attempt to 
make of the work of art a form that offers the possibility of a transcendent unity. The history 
of the Twentieth Century would seem to have vindicated this claim with regards to the fate of 
the great Empires; whether the Twenty-First Century will bring about the end of narrative 
remains to be seen. 
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